Scissor Fight!
WARNING: This game requires players to use scissors and is not suitable for young children.
Overview:
Scissor Fight! is a game where players compete to cut out abstract shapes to fit into the
existing “hole” shapes as tightly as possible without overlapping the hole edges. Fit into your
intended shape while covering up your opponent’s to win!
Set Up:
Each player takes a stack of scrap paper and a pair of scissors. Place the Holes sheet (page 2)
on the table at equal distance from all players. Randomly select someone to go first, play
passes left.
Game Play:
Shapes printed on the Holes sheet are known as Holes. Players take turns cutting out a shape
then placing it over the printed Hole of their choice. They MUST finish cutting out their
shape without comparing it to the Holes sheet. Players should endeavour to complete any
cutting out as far as possible from the Holes sheet. In case of debate once a cut out shape has
been held directly above the Holes sheet at any height it may no longer be trimmed. Once cut
out the shape may be placed multiple times to fit, provided no other shape is moved. Once the
shape is placed score it. Each shape must be placed to fit within or overlap at least one
existing Hole.
Scoring:
If a shape fits entirely within a Hole gain 1 point.
If a shape entirely covers an already placed shape, take 1 point from that shapes owner.
If a shape fails to fit entirely within a hole, lose 1 point and the shape becomes a new Hole.
Any Hole the shape is overlapping ceases to be a Hole.
The first player to score 10 points wins!
This is a free print and play game from www.manokentgames.com if you have played it
please visit the site and give us feedback, and check out our new projects.
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